Optimal part-of-speech tagging have great importance in various field of natural language processing such as machine translation, information extraction, word sense disambiguation, speech recognition and others. Due to the special nature of the Nepali language, Tagset used and Size of the corpus (training data), getting accurate part-of-speech tagger is one of the challenging task. This study is oriented to build an analytical machine learning model based on which it can be possible to determine the attainable accuracy. To complete this task, the support vector machine based part-ofspeech tagger has been developed and tested for various instances of input to verify the accuracy level. The SVM tagger construct the feature vectors for each word in input and classify the word into one of two classes (One Vs Rest).
INTRODUCTION
In general, Tagging is the process of assigning any label to a linguistic unit or token. The linguistic unit may be word, phrase, sentence etc. In this work the tagging refers to the process of assigning part of speech (POS) tag to a word. The computer programs designed to automatically assign the POS tag to a word in natural language text, are called taggers. The outline of process is shown as in figure 1.1.
Nepali is morphologically rich language [1] and one has to consider many features to build a language model for such language. The POS tagging approaches like rule based and hidden Markov Model (HMM) cannot handle many features. The support vector machine based POS tagger has been implemented in [2] for a Bengali language which is also morphologically rich and shown the outstanding performance. In [2] rich feature set has been used to model the language characteristic. In [3] SVM based tagger was proposed which is efficient, portable, scalable and trainable. Support vector machine (SVM) are recently developed supervised learning method having good performance and generalization [4] . SVM has been successfully applied in text classification and shown that SVM can handle large features and is resist of over fitting [5] .
Support Vector Machine
In their basic form, SVM construct the hyperplane in input space that correctly separate the example data into two classes. Hence SVM is a binary classifier. This hyperplane can be used to make the prediction of class for unseen data. The hyperplane always exist for the linearly separable data [4] .
RELATED WORK
The Nepali National Corpus (NNC) from NELRALEC (Nepali Language Resources and Localization for Education and Communication) project, which contain 14 million Nepali words. It consists of speech corpus, spoken corpus, core sample (CS), general collection, and parallel data. Some part of it was first manually tagged (One hundred and sixty texts from the NNC-CS were annotated manually using this tagset with 112 tags). This data then served as the basis for the training of an automatic tagger. The Nepali English parallel corpus annotated with 43 POS tag developed at Madan Puraskar Pustakalaya (MPP) contains nearly 88000 words [6] .
NELRALAC tagset is the first work in developing Nepali tagset which consist of 112 tags. This tagset has been compiled with reference to widely published grammars of Nepali. This tagset was used to tag (Nepali National Corpus) NNC manually and semi manually. As [1] showed that error rates of annotation could be much higher with a large tagset, the reason primarily being the chances of assigning incorrect tags to the words out of confusion while manually annotating the training data itself.
The Unitag has been developed or customized for Nepali language and was used for semi automatic tagging of Nepali National Corpus under the NERLAC project. The tagset used is NERLAC tag set with 112 tags. Unitag was originally developed for Urdu language by hardie et [8] . It consists of a powerful morphological and lexical analysis system, and twin disambiguation modules, one based on hand-written rules and the other using a probabilistic system based on a Markov model. After tagging, the corpus was manually reviewed and the correction was done. Since the tagset used was which large, it introduced the more error in tagging.
In [1 ] , the TnT has been used as POS tagger with the 43 tags and training corpus of medium size as one of the pipelined module for computational grammar analyzer. First order Markov model has been implemented in [8] which use the same POS tagset as in [1] and reports the good accuracy (91%) for known word.
RESEARCH METHODOLGY
In this work, we proposed the support vector based model for POS tagging and uses the feature set as described in section 3.4 to create feature vector and then uses the SVMlight [5] tool to learn and classify the POS for a particular word.
SVMLight
The SVMLight software package consists of two main components, namely the model learner (SVMlearn), the tagger (SVMclassify).
SVMlight is a binary classifier and it only work for two class classification but the POS tagging is a multi classification problem. Here each POS tag represent a class and in Nepali language there are 43 tag used for this purpose. To use the SVMlight tool for POS tagging purpose, the One Vs rest method of binarization of problem is used as described in section 3.3.
Training data format
Training data must be in column format, i.e. a word per line corpus in a sentence by sentence fashion. The column separator is the only one blank space. The word is expected to be the first column of the line. The tag to predict takes the second column in the output. Following is a sample of the training data: 
3.3One Vs Rest classification
This strategy is based on idea of building one classifier per class. To train N different binary classifiers, each one trained to distinguish the examples in a single class from the examples in all remaining classes. When it is desired to classify a new example, the N classifiers are run, and the classifier which outputs the largest (most positive) value is chosen.
Feature Set
The features used in the experiment are tabulated in the 
Feature Vector Construction
The process of feature vector construction for a word 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Test data is prepared form the original corpus. It consists of 10775 tokens from the original corpus. This part of data is not used during training period. Since the count of tokens should be in whole number, some consideration has made about the percentage of testing data to make it whole number. The test data contains total of 10775 randomly selected tokens out of which 82% are unambiguous, 13% are unknown tokens and 5% are of ambiguous. This is shown in the following pie chart.
Accuracy measurement of tagger
The accuracy is measured with matching two file: one is test file and another is manually tagged test gold file. The correctly tagged tokens are those which match in both files and the remaining tokens are tagged incorrectly. For this a matcher program is written which sequentially reads the both file and match the line by line and increment the count if both line matched in both files. 
Validation and Evaluation
Cross validation technique is used to validate the measured accuracy of tagger. The general k-cross validation is a technique which divides the whole corpus into ten parts and nine part(90%) of data is used for training and remaining one part is used for testing. The process is repeated for ten times taking each of ten parts as testing instances.
Here the 10-cross validation is adapted in which the whole corpus is divided into 10 portions sequentially and in each iteration of program, the 9 folds are used for training and the remaining 1 fold is used for testing.
And in other respect, the learning nature of tagger is evaluated with the different size of training data. The size of training data is gradually increased and the performance of tagger is observed. The result so found is presented in the The corresponding learning curve is shown in figure
The learning curve shows the gradual increment in accuracy for the large size of training data for the HMM tagger and it performs not very well for the small set of training data since the bigram probabilities are not found sufficiently in the case of small size data and most of the case it becomes zero. But the SVM tagger does not depends upon the probabilities rather it depends upon the features extracted from the training and testing data. So it performs very well for the small training data size as well as for large data size.
Results
The overall accuracy is slightly better for SVM then other two taggers as shown table 5.4. This is because of rich pattern set provided for SVM. TnT perform well for known word but it gives lower accuracy for unknown word, it is because there is no mechanism to deal with unknown word for Nepali language. 
FUTURE WORK
In this research work, the SVM based POS tagger is built which uses the dictionary as a primary resources. This dictionary is collected from the FinalNepaliCorpus which contains only 11147 unique words. The performance of tagger is dependent on this dictionary and so in future; such dictionary may be built using the information on news sources and available Nepali raw text with the help of morphological analyzer and part of speech acquisitions techniques. Tagging   Table 4 .
2: The tagging accuracy for different training size
The limitation of the SVM tagger built is the speed. It is found to be slow in training than other tagger. Since the SVM based POS tagger uses the different set of features to construct the feature vectors, the empirical analysis to find the optimal set of features may be the future work which may concentrate on speed optimization of tagger.
